In recent years, data-driven models have enabled significant advances in medicine. Simultaneously, voice has shown potential for analysis in precision medicine as a biomarker for screening illnesses. There has been a growing trend to pursue voice data to understand neuropsychiatric diseases. In this paper, we present DigiVoice, a comprehensive feature extraction and analysis pipeline for voice data. DigiVoice supports raw .WAV files and text transcriptions in order to analyze the entire content of voice. DigiVoice supports feature extraction including acoustic, natural language, linguistic complexity, and semantic coherence features. DigiVoice also supports machine learning capabilities including data visualization, feature selection, feature transformation, and modeling. To our knowledge, DigiVoice provides the most comprehensive voice feature set for data analysis to date. With DigiVoice, we plan to accelerate research to correlate voice biomarkers with illness to enable data-driven treatment. We have worked closely with our industry partner, NeuroLex Laboratories, to make voice computing open source and accessible. DigiVoice enables researchers to leverage our technology across the domains of voice computing and precision medicine without domain-specific expertise. Our work allows any researchers to use voice as a biomarker in their past, current, or future studies.
Introduction
The use of voice data and voice computing technologies has been around for decades. More recently, there have been more studies published discussing the use of voice features to predict illness, including the common cold [1] , depression and affective states [2] , and Parkinsons Disease [3] . The use of voice computing for medical applications is appealing for several reasons. Voice offers a biomarker which is inherently non-invasive, low-cost, accessible, easy, and fast. Specifically, voice can be collected remotely, reducing many barriers to existing screening tests for patients, many of whom need to travel large distances at significant cost to have access to testing. It is lower cost than most screening tests which require access to complex technology (MRI which may cost $2,000-5,000 out of pocket), or a physician rating scale requiring an in-person and time intensive interview (e.g. Unified Parkinsons Disease Rating Scale or Hamilton Depression Rating Scale). Given the reduction of these barriers, voice has the potential to reach under-served minority populations, typically marginalized by modern healthcare research.
In this paper, we introduce the DigiVoice voice pipeline, an open source pipeline to analyze voice data and build digital biomarkers of disease. The DigiVoice pipeline centralizes multiple open-source methods to produce feature sets, and is able to be executed on any computing platform. The DigiVoice pipeline is built upon API's (Application Programming Interface) to encapsulate the design of functions to enable featurization and analysis capabilties.Through the DigiVoice pipeline, we seek to simplify the process of extracting voice features and modeling of extracted data to produce transparent, comprehensive results which can then be used to gain insights into the vocal phenotype of disease to then build predictive algorithms for the disease of interest. The DigiVoice pipeline is a fundamental step into accelerating the research and discoveries that have been made possible through digital vocal biomarkers.
Notably, the first text describing the field of Voice Computing as it pertains to building biomarkers with voice was written by Jim Schwoebel, CEO of NeuroLex Laboratories, and is titled Introduction to Voice Computing in Python. This text informed our work and also has an open-source repository available online(https://github.com/jim-schwoebel/voicebook). The DigiVoice Voice Pipeline can be found at the following github link (https://github.com/NeurolexDiagnosticsVoiceAnalysis-Pipeline) , which can be used out-of-box. The DigiVoice Voice Pipeline is built in Python 3 , and can be used across the predominant operating systems (OSX, Linux, Windows).
Feature Extraction Pipeline
The DigiVoice Feature Extraction Pipeline extracts acoustic, natural language, linguistic complexity, and semantic coherence features. The features implemented in the pipeline have been chosen as a result of comprehensive literature reviews where these features were highlighted as predictive variables for multiple illnesses, particularly within neuropsychiatric illnesses. Our work discusses our features in more detail as explored pertaining to each specific disease process.
Acoustic Features
The acoustic feature extraction library enables the capability of extracting GeMAPS (Geneva Minimal Acoustic Parameter Set), AVEC2013 (Audio-Visual Emotion recognition Challenge), and Librosa Spectral features from raw 16-bit PCM(pulse-code modulation) .WAV files. These acoustic features capture key signals of voice including Pitch (fundamental (F0) Frequency), Jitter, Shimmer, and Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients(MFCC).
Gemaps Features
The GeMAPS Feature API leverages the OpenSmile feature extraction toolkit to obtain the corresponding acoustic features [4] . In our pipeline, we leverage the eGeMAPS Parameter Set (extended GeMAPS), consisting of 90 features. The Gemaps parameter set is discussed in depth in Eyben et al . GeMAPS features have been used previously in several studies to capture the predictive power of acoustic features in predicting illnesses [5] . The paper demonstrated a peak accuracy of 85% in classifying presence of Parkinson's Disease, which exceeds the average clinical diagnosis accuracy of 73.8% . In Xing et al., GeMAPS features were leveraged to predict the presence of Bipolar Disorder using Gradient Boosted Decision Tree Classifiers with 69.84% Accuracy [6] . Based on these studies, acoustic features may be valuable in detecting functional changes in the central nervous system affecting psycho-motor function (e.g. voice).
Avec2013 Features
The AVEC2013 Feature API leverages the OpenSmile feature extraction toolkit to obtain the corresponding acoustic features. Just as GeMAPS Features can be used to detect psycho-motor function, AVEC features can be substituted to accomplish the same goal. In Williamson et al., researchers used a subset of AVEC features to predict changes in dynamic motor function in depressed patients, with a RMSE of 7.42 [7] . The AVEC2013 parameter contains 2268 features and consists of various low level descriptors (e.g. summary statistics, minima and maxima values, regression functionals) on top of the base set of features (e.g. F0,Jitter,Shimmer,HNR,MFCC,Zero Crossing Rate,Energy,Entropy). A more formal summary of features can be found in Valstar et. Al [2] .
Librosa Features
The Librosa Spectral Features leverages the Librosa Python Package [8] . This package is able to capture key information about mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) and spectrogram features. Although both the GeMAPS and AVEC2013 feature extractions contain spectral features and MFCCs in their parameter set, Librosa provides a more specific parameter set with fewer features which have been used in other analyses to classify and identify neuropsychiatric illnesses.
In Cummins et al., MFCCs were used to classify depression in patients, with an accuracy of 80% [9] . The second MFCC, specifically, was identified in a study of depressed patients to be indicative of depression with a classification accuracy of 81.2% [10] .
Natural Language Features
Natural language features provide measurable metrics of lexical composition , which have been shown to have high predictive value in detecting changes in psycho-motor function. Psychomotor function can provide insight into deterioration in brain function, which could be caused by illnesses including Parkin- [11] . Using Support Vector Machine models, they were able to achieve an F-score of 74.9%. Verbal dependency, sentence structures, and word values were among the features used to predict presence of dementia in contributing samples in the DementiaBank data [12] . Similar features were used in assessing cognitive function in Parkinson's Disease using the spaCy syntactic dependency parser to obtain part-of-speech tags and dependency features [13] .
The natural language extraction library uses key natural language packages in python such as nltk and spaCy. The features extracted from nltk include part-of-speech tags, sentiment values, sentence structures, and parts-of-speech dependency factors. In order to extract these features from voice, users will need to have transcriptions of the audio files. Users can use several highly accurate available services to provide manual and automatic transcriptions.
Linguistic Complexity Features
Linguistic Complexity Features are geared towards detecting problems with the flow of conversation and measuring how well subjects can answer questions, or carry conversations without confusion. The linguistic complexity features includes unintelligible word ratio, standardized word entropy, suffix ratio, number ratio, Brunets index, Honores statistic, and Type-Token ratio. The linguistic complexity features are identified and derived from instructions from Khodabakhsh et al. [14] . In their paper, they were able to demonstrate a correlation between linguistic • Unintelligible Word Ratio: The unintelligible word ratio represents the ratio between unintelligible words to intelligible words being spoken in an audio transcript.
• Standarized Word Entropy: Standardize word entropy is a measure of the word variety and word combination variety that is useful to measure language capacity. The degradation of words and word combinations a patient uses can be indicative of damage in the brain.
• Suffix Ratio: The suffix ratio gives a measure of the number of suffixes as opposed to other part of speech values. High frequency usage of suffixes reflects a more advanced vocabulary.
• Number Ratio: The number ratio provides a measure of how many numbers an individual says compared to other words.
• Brunet's Index: Brunet's index quantifies lexical richness. A lower Brunet's Index value corresponds to richer lexical content. Brunet's index can be used to gauge a subjects capacity for carrying rich conversations.
• Honore's Statistic: Honore's Statistic quantifies an individuals lexicon via the notion of individual usage of words. Higher quantities of individual usage of words correlates to richer overall lexicon, and as a result a higher Honore's Statistic
• Type-Token Ratio: Type-Token ratio defines the ratio of unique words to the total number of words. Similar to Honore's Statistic, Type-Token Ratio measures lexical richness by the uniqueness of words expressed.
Semantic Coherence Features
The Semantic Coherence Feature Library is derived from a study conducted by researchers in Bedi et al. [15] . Inspired by Elvevag et al. [16] , Bedi and collaborators utilized Latent Semantic Analysis(LSA) to represent the conceptual content of text transcripts. LSA provides a tool to test cognitive function to determine coherence of thought and expression of ideas. They demonstrated a sensitive and specific convex hull model classifier of psychosis (100% accuracy) using a LSA feature (semantic coherence), maximum phrase length, and rate of determiner use. One of the authors, Carillo, has provided an open-source implementation of semantic coherence (https://github.com/facuzeta/coherence). We have implemented the semantic coherence feature in our pipeline.
Data Science Pipeline
In addition to the feature extraction libraries we are providing through DigiVoice, we have also included a Data Science Pipeline, to enable quick modeling of collected data. The DigiVoice Data Science Pipeline provides data visualization, feature transformation, and feature selection methods. Users will be able to build quick baseline models with their data. The Data Science Pipeline is built upon sci-kit learn methods [17] and creates a user friendly interface where users can interpret their results.
Data Visualization
To give a direct and intuitive overview of the data, the data science pipeline supports data visualization methods, including scatterplot, scatterplot matrix, swarm plot, and correlation heat map.
• Scatterplot: The pipeline provides a scatterplot visualization with corresponding marginal histograms. The plot adds regression and kernel density fits, which are useful to examine the linear relationship between two features
• Scatterplot Matrix: The scatterplot matrix shows the relationship between every pair of features. The method is similar to the standard scatterplot, however can be used across multiple features
• Swarm Plot: The swarm plot visualization outputs a categorical scatterplot, which groups swarm plots of each feature. Each color in the swarm plot matches with a categorical target class, which can be useful to observe distribution differences across categories.
• Correlation Heat Map: The correlation heat map provides a visualization of the correlation matrix of the data. The color gradient varies based upon the strength of the correlation between variables. It can be used to examine potential features with strong correlations amongst themselves [18] .
Data Transformation
The Data Science API also provides a set of data transformation functions, which serve to provide dimensionality reduction methods and addresses collinearities in the data [19] . Data transformation enables rapid modeling of data due to dimensionality reduction, but reduces the interpretability of the data. It is important to consider the modeling trade-offs when using data transformation methods.
• Low Variance Filter: The low variance filter method removes features with no variance as they do not contribute to the variance represented in the target class.
• High Correlation Filter: The high correlation filter method removes groups of features with high correlation to each other to reduce redundancy. The filter retains one feature in the group in case the feature is relevant to the target class.
• Principal Component Analysis (PCA): The principal component analysis method extracts a set of principal components from existing features. The function accepts an input value of the number of principal components desired. Users can control the dimensions of the transformed data with this method [20] .
• Independent Component Analysis (ICA): The independent component analysis is similar to PCA. ICA attempts to obtain independent features as opposed to uncorrelated features with PCA [21] .
• Factor Analysis: The factor analysis method groups highly correlated together as a set of factors. The factor analysis reveals latent variables with covariance [22] .
Feature Selection
The Data Science API provides a set of feature selection functions that users can use to reduce the number of features. Feature selection methods limit the total number of features that are used to model data. Feature selection methods maintain interpretability of data, as opposed to feature transformation methods.
The data science pipeline supports several feature selection methods including Univariate Feature Selection, Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE), Selection via Feature Importance, and the Minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevancy method.
The data post-processed by the data science pipeline is then fed into regression/ classification models depending on problem type. The pipeline provides a plot based on the cross-validation scores provided by the final model against the number of features selected.
• Univariate Feature Selection: The univariate feature selection method accepts the number of features to select and provides the output vector with the selected feature sets based upon ANOVA F-values. Univariate feature selection can only be used in classification. Univariate feature selection is a common filter method for feature selection and is relatively efficient [23] .
• Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE): The recursive feature elimination method accepts a number of features to select and provides output vector via cross-validated selection based on a greedy search to identify best feature subsets. Recursive feature elimination is computationally intensive, and scales exponentially with respect to the size of the data. To reduce the run-time of the function, our pipeline changes steps based on the size of the data. The accuracy is affected, but run-time is reduced [24] .
• Selection via Feature Importances: This method uses the SelectFromModel method from python's scikitlearn package. It leverages baseline models (including LASSO regression) to obtain feature importance. The data transformer will output a set of reduced data based on a threshold upon the feature importance coefficients.
• Minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevancy (MRMR): The MRMR function ranks features based on maximum relevance with respect to target classes, and minimizes redundancy with respect to other features. The relevance of a feature is calculated as the correlation between itself and the target class. The redundancy of a feature is calculated as the mean absolute value of correlations between the feature and other features. The usage of correlations in the MRMR function only focuses on the relevance and redundancy of linear relationships in the data [25] .
Conclusions
The DigiVoice Pipeline provides an easy to use, comprehensive approach for leveraging voice computing for research. In the future, we plan to add other key speech features such as speaker diarization, voice activity detection, prosodic features, and automated transcription to further enable end-to-end seemless usage. Through making the DigiVoice pipeline openly available, we hope to enable collaborative, democratized usage of voice technology in health-related analyses.
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